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REMOTE DETECTION OF OIL UNDER ICE USING FLUORESCENCE 

by 

Geneviève J. Rivet 

ABSTRACT 

The first phase of a project devoted to the exploitation of 

laser induced fluorescence for detection of oil leaks under ice is 

presented* 

The basic principle is as follows: 

The radiation from a nitrogen laser, used as an excitation 

source, goes through the ice and irradiates a layer of oil under the 

ice. The oil fluorescence , which emits radiations in the range of 

about 500 nm, can pass back through the ice and be detected. 

Once the prominence of sea ice fluorescence was established and 

measured to be intense under certain conditions, it was shown that an 

absolute fluorescence detection could not be used to reveal leaks of 

oil underneath the ice. A detection technique based on spectral 

filtering which transmit mainly the fluorescent emission from oil is 

investigated and shown to be a feasible technique within certain 

limits 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the last decade many techniques using the characteristic 

fluorescence of some constituents have been developed according to 

the desired purposes* The fluorescence Induced by light from a laser 

is detected and identified by means of the characteristic 

fluorescence emission spectrum. Most of these techniques aim toward 

remote airborne detection , mapping and identification of polluted 

water. 

An application, developed by the U.S Coast Guard [ 2 ], involves 

airborne detection, identification, and quantification of oils spills 

at sea. A method capable of determinig the thikness of oil films on 

polluted water has been developed [11]. This method requires three 

excitation wavelengths. A correlation technique, capable of 

identifying dye, crude oil and ocean water, has been studied recently 

and shown to be useful in full daylight [6]. Remote sensing of oil 

fluorescence radiation can also be adapted to the study of water 

current by monitoring the flow of a strongly fluorescent dye in a 

river. 

The difference between the detection of oil-spills at sea, algae 

mapping, water current mapping, and the detection of oil under sea 

ice is the amount of fluorescence background which occurs when oil 
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fluorescence is Induced through a sheet of sea Ice. Unfortunately, 

sea ice also fluoresces when irradiated with 337 nm light. This 

fluorescence property of the ice appears to be the dominant source of 

background in this technique and is likely to limit the sensitivity 

of the system. 

In Chapters 2, 3, and 4 fluorescence characteristics of crude 

oil and sea ice are discussed. The fluorescence spectral response of 

these two materials are investigated to design a detection system for 

which spectral sensitivity is greater for oil fluorescence than for 

sea ice fluorescence* In Chapter 5 some advantages of the pulsed 

nitrogen laser over the C.W. He-CD laser as an excitation source for 

oil induced fluorescence are developed. In Chapter 5, scattering and 

absorption properties of sea ice are developed . Chapters 6 and 7 a 

laboratory simulation which demonstrates the feaibility of oil 

detection through 22 cm of sea ice is described. 



CHAPTER 2 

FLUORESCENCE CHARACTERISTICS 

J2 Fluorescence phenomenon 

When a substance is exposed to electromagnetic radiation, it may 

absorb a quantum of energy. The probability of absorption depends 

on, among other things, the radiation frequency. When certain 

molecules of the substance are excited to an upper state they may 

return to the ground state via a number of decay modes which can be 

radiative or non-radiative transitions. Two of these decay modes 

produce emission of radiation with frequencies lower than the 

excitation radiation. 

The process is illustrated in Figure 1. 

In the condensed state an "internal conversion" e.g. , a slow 

radiative transition, which relaxes the excited molecules to the 

lowest vibrational state of the excited electronic state ,can occur. 

From this level either a radiative decay to some vibrational state of 

the ground state or a non-radiative decay is possible. The first 

case is called fluorescence and has the higher probability. The 

second decay mode relaxes the molecule to a metastable state by a 

non-radiative transition called "intersystem crossing". From this 

state a radiative decay may occur. This last process is 

phosphorescence. 

3 
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The difference between fluorescence and phosphorescence cannot 

be based only on the lifetimes of the two forms of radiative decay. 

No time range characterizes fluorescence or phosphorescence 

phenomenon. Slow fluorescence or fast phosphorescence may have the 

same lifetime. The distinguishing property of phosphorescence is 

the intervention of a metastable state from which the excited 

molecule relaxes to the ground state -(see definition given by J. and 

F. PERRIN, in annex 1). .pp The contribution arising from 

phosphorescence can be neglected due to its small probability when 

observing oil and sea ice fluorescent radiations, .sh 2 "Lifetime and 

quantum efficiency" 

If Kpjj is the probability per unit time that the electron will 

fall to the lower energy state by a radiative process, then the 

average length of time that the electron spends in the excited state 

will be equal to 1/K^. This average time is known as the radiative 

lifetime of the excited state. 

The observed fluorescence lifetime, -fc-, however, will depend on 

the competition between the radiative and non-radiative processes. 

If is the sum of the non-radiative transition probability for 

internal conversion (KQ^) and intersystem crossing from the 

lowest excited state Sj, then the total probability per unit time for 

the transition between and SQ will be + K^. Thus the 

observed lifetime will be given by : 
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1/lr - *FM + KIM 

The quantum efficiency of fluorescence» defined as the ratio of 

the number of fluorescence photons emitted to the number of photons 

absorbed» is given by : 

Stl t- 
,FM
 ‘ SM 

+
 h* ■ *b 

Under certain conditions the lifetime of the fluorescence shows 

an appreciable dependence on temperature* The decrease in lifetime 

beeing accompanied by a decrease of fluorescence efficiency. 

An explanation lies in a competition 

between radiative transitions with a 

probability depending little on 

temperature and non-radiative 

transitions (de-excitation of material 

by thermal agitation), having a 

probability increasing with 

temperature [1]* 



CHAPTER 3 

TEMPORAL RESPONSE OF FLUORESCENCE 

Decay curves 

The time required for fluorescence emission intensity to drop to 

half its peak value represents the half life of the fluorescence, 

whereas the lifetime corresponds to a decrease of the fluorescence 

intensity to 1/e times the peak value. The lifetime is 1.44 times 

the half-life. The fluorescent emission shows a maximum towards the 

end of the temporal absorption spectrum and decays exponentially. 

For a constituent of only one fluorescent component, fluorescence 

lifetime is a first-order process and does not depend on the 

excitation wavelength. The temporal behavior of the fluorescence can 

be described as : 

F(t) - FQ exp(-t/t) 

where : FQ is the fluorescence intensity towards the end of the 

absorption process and t* the fluorescence lifetime. 

For a multicomponent solution the fluorescence decay could 

usually not be described with a single exponential function. It has 

been shown [7] that the fluorescence decay becomes : 

F(t) - Fx expC-t/tp + F2 exp(-t/tr2) + ... (2-1) 

7 
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and depends on the excitation wavelength. This is the case of 

some oils. Their fluorescence decay has to be described as a sum of 

exponential functions. 

Rayner et al [7] and Ware et al [8] have determined the 

coefficients by fitting the measured fluorescence decay to a sum 

of exponential functions. Keeping too many terms in the developement 

of F(t), (eqn 2-1) amounts to fitting noise onto F(t). Therefore 

F(t) has been written to second order: 

F(t) - Fa exp(-t/a) + Fb exp(-t/b) 

where a and b do not necessary represent the lifetime of two 

components of the oil. 

The fluorescence decay for light refined oils and heavy oils can 

be described with a single exponential function of which time 

constant is 10 nsec and less than 1 nsec respectively. For crude, 

oil, fluorescence decay is described as a sum of two exponential 

functions. Depending on the crude oil the coefficient "a" varies 

from 0.74 nsec to 1.96 nsec and the coefficient Mb" from 3.8 nsec to 

10.5 nsec [7] when the fluorescence wavelength is 436 nm. 

_3.2_. Half-life measurements 

The measurement of half-life, which is equal to the full-width- 

at half maximum ( F.W.H.M. ) of the emitted pulse, requires a very 

fast detector and oscilloscope. The width of the pulse observed on 

the oscilloscope is the square root of the sum of the squares of each 



instrument response time of the detection chain plus the square of 

the fluorescence half-life , all measured at half-maximum. 

9 

The fluorescence pulse widths of 29 different oil samples were 

measured by the U.S. Coast Guard [2]. They observed half-times from 

3 nanoseconds to 28 nanoseconds depending on the oil sample. 

Therefore to record crude oil and sea ice half-lifes the 

detector and the scope response times have to be less than 3 

nanoseconds for a realistic measurement. 

Unfortunately the detector used (photomultiplier RCA 6199) has a 

response time that is longer than 3 nanoseconds. When observing the 

N£-laser pulse on the scope, which is known to be about 7 nanoseconds 

wide, the width of the pulse was measured to be 16 nanoseconds. 



CHAPTER 4 

SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF FLUORESCENCE 

4^2.. Current state of knowledge 

- Origin of oil fluorescence : 

Crude oil, heavy oil and refined petroleum consist of a mixture 

of poly-aromatic hydrocarbons, with traces of nitrogen, oxygen and 

sulfur derivatives. Each present a strong ultraviolet absorption 

extending into the visible range of frequencies. The fluorescence 

arises mainly from the aromatic constituants. The three groups of 

oils, light refined oils, crude oils and heavy oils present different 

fluorescence spectra [ 7 ]. The spectra of light refined oils peak 

at 400 nm. Crude oil fluorescence is maximum between 475 nm and 500 

nm, and heavy oils fluorescence is maximum at 530 nm [7,9,10]. 

- Origin of sea ice fluorescence : 

Different luminescence effects occur in sea ice. Such effects 

are the fluorescence of the impurities, the rayleigh scattering, the 

Raman scattering (which is a form of fluorescence due to the 

inelastic scattering of photons), and the creation of color centers 

under the influence of ultraviolet light. 

Another luminescence effect called thermoluminescence can be 

observed at very low temperature (less than -75 C°). Several 

hypotheses about this phenomenon exist. One hypothesis suggests that 

10 
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luminescence is due to the liberation of an electron, when the 

temperature increases, followed by a radiative capture by an impurity 

center. Another suggests that electrons become trapped in an excited 

state at the structural defects in the ice. 

All these luminescence effects occur at the same timè with 

different relative intensities and cannot be separated. The 

resulting fluorescence is a function of the impurity concentration, 

the crystallographic structure of the ice and its temperature. 

4.2. Spectral response of the fluorescence of oil and sea ice 

4^2.^. Experimental set-up 

The experimental set-up for the study of the spectrum of oil and 

sea ice fluorescence is shown in Figure 2. 

The oil sample or sea ice is illuminated by the laser at an 

incidence angle of 45^ to normal. Part of the fluorescence from the 

sample is reflected into a spectrometer which is scanned at 1 A°/s. 

The reflection of the u.v. beam occurs external to the entrance slit 

of the spectrometer. This avoids a possible fluorescence from the 

optical components inside the spectrometer. Also a u.v. absorbing 

filter (GG 10 Schott) is set at the entrance slit of the 

spectrometer. The filter transmittance is reported in figure 3. 

The photomultiplier, set at the output slit of the spectrometer, 

gives current pulses that depend on the wavelength selected by the 

scanner. The temporal pulse width of the oil and the sea ice 

fluorescence seen by the photomutipller is about 16 ns. The large 
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value of the observed half-time is due to the large response time of 

the photomultiplier. 

The signal from the photomultiplier is fed into the preamplifier 

(Tennelec 100 C). The amplification factor (1 or 8) is selected so 

that the boxcar integrator is not overloaded. 

The signal from the preamplifier is then sent to the boxcar 

integrator using a 50 ohm terminal load. The output of the boxcar 

integrator is a DC signal,the level of which is proportional to the 

average of some number of pulse heights. This DC signal is fed into a 

chart recorder (Houston Instrument). 

4.2.2. Description of the detection chain 

THE NITROGEN LASER (model U.V. Molectron Corporation) emits at 

337 nm with an average output power of 56 mW at 20 pulses per second. 

After the optical components are inserted between the laser and the 

oil sample or sea ice sample, the average power is 0.5 mW at the same 

frequency. The pulse width is 7 nanoseconds. 

Because the laser emits pulsed light, a synchronized detection 

scheme can be used to observe the fluorescence response to a single 

pulse by windowing the signal. 

AN U.V. PASS FILTER (Corning 7.60) set before the sample under 

study rejects possible fluorescence and spontaneous emission of the 

N2 laser [Fig. 4]. 
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THE SPECTROMETER used was a Heathklt spectrometer with an 

adjustable input slit. A motor drive allows scanning of wavelengths 

at various speeds. 

THE PHOTOMULTIPLIER (R.C.A. 6199) exhibits a maximum sensitivity 

in the visible wavelengths from 350 nm to 550nm. The very low 

sensivity of the photomultiplier to the u.v. light makes it useful in 

discriminating against a portion of the u.v. scattering from the ice. 

The spectral sensivity of the detector R.C.A. 6199 is shown in Figure 

5. The voltage used was 750 volts. The photomultiplier saturates at 

high intensity levels. 

THE PREAMPLIFIER (Tennelec model 100 c) has two different 

effects on the signal which are : 

- The increase of the electric pulse width from 16 nanoseconds 

to 3 microseconds. 

- The amplification of the input signal depends on the position 

of the amplification switch (1 or 8). Another switch (+ + , + -) 

permits the polarity of the input signal to be inverted. 

A 50 ohm termination is used at the preamplifier input. 

THE PAR MODEL 162 BOXCAR INTEGRATOR combined with the model 164 

Processor module permits a synchronous sample of the input pulse with 

a temporal gate pulse aperture that can be fixed at any temporal 
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point of this input signal. 

The input of the 164 gated integrator module is the signal 

entering the aperture; the output is the average of several 

repetitions of the input signal over the aperture duration. The 

advantage is that the noise, averaged over a large number of 

repetitions, is near zero. 

The coincidence between the aperture and the fluorescence pulse 

is insured with a trigger signal derived from the external sync 

'output of the N£ laser trigger generator or a photodiode, and an 

adjustable aperture delay. 

The basic model 162 timing relationship is shown below [Fig 6]: 

1 J 
1 J 

 * J 
1 1 

trigger delay (30 ns) 

1 • aperture delay 

1 1 
1 1 

 I 1 
! f 

. aperture delay (min 75 ns) 
1 
1 
I » 
| 

I ■*   aperture 

Fig. 6 

Each time that the unit is triggered, a fixed trigger delay of 

30 ns occurs before the beginnig of the aperture delay range, e.g. 

the elapsed time between the ^ laser's trigger pulse and the onset 
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of the aperture delay range is 30 nsec. After some length of aperture 

delay range, greater than 75 ns,the aperture can be opened.The 

aperture delay range determines the interval over which the leading 

edge of the aperture opening can be positioned. 

Aperture delay range, aperture delay and aperture width, can be 

selected as desired . The aperture can be adjusted anytime within 

the last 95% of the delay range. 

The model #164 Gated Integrator permits either exponential or 

summation averaging. The exponential averaging has been selected . 

rather than the summation averaging because it exhibits a response to 

the power and not to the energy. Also the exponential averaging 

premits a simple direct relationship between the input signal level 

and the dc output level.The signal to noise improvement ratio 

I TC 
(S.N.I.R) equal to ^|2 x -jgfi » can b® adjusted as desired. "TC" is 

the time constant associated with the model 164 Processor module and 

"AD" is the selected aperture duration. 

For the study of spectral fluorescence, the selected values are 

TC=10 jis and AD=100 ns and therefore the SNIR is equal to 14.1. 

The effective time constant will be determined by the model 162 

Boxcar integrator time constant and by the observed time constant. 

This effective time constant is given by : 

TC 
TC CH \l TC 

162 + [ 
164 2 

'J < A xTRR 
(1) 
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where : 

A= Aperture time 

TRR= Triger repetition rate 

The second term TC164/AxTRR represents the observed time 

constant* Expression (1) shows that a longer time constant has to be 

compensated for by a slower scan. 

4_._3. Results 

The fluorescence spectra obtained are recorded using a small 

cylindrical piece of sea ice from the Arctic sea at the melting point 

temperature. The ice thickness is 2 cm with a diameter of 5 cm. The 

crude oil is poured in a one centimeter thick quartz flask which 

produces no fluorescence. 

The fluorescence spectra recorded are not absolute in that the 

transmission of the GG 10 filter and the photomultiplier sensitivity 

are functions of the wavelengths. The absolute intensity of the 

fluorescence spectrum can be obtained by applying a correction factor 

that includes the transmittance of the u.v filter and the spectral 

sensitivity of the detector. 

Both oil and sea ice spectra exibit a fluorescence peak at 480 

nm, when using rejecting u.v filters (interferometric filter plus two 

u.v absorption filters).However, the relative fluorescence intensity 

decreases faster for the sea ice than for the crude oil for longer 

wavelengths [Fig 7]. The decrease of the oil fluorescence from 480 

nm to 580 nm is about 25%, whereas the decrease is about 90% in the 
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same range for the sea ice fluorescence. 

The apparent shape of the oil and the sea ice spectra are 

similar in the blue region of the spectrum. This is due to the 

increase of the transmittance of GG 10 filter in the same range. The 

GG 10 filter transmittance is 1% at 425 nm and 60% at 480 nm.(Figure 

3). 

When oil and sea ice spectra are compared without the two u.v. 

absorption filters GG 10, one can see that sea ice fluoresces more in 

the blue region than does the oil. Sea ice spectrum peaks at 460 nm 

and has a smaller slope between 400 nm and its maximum. At 674 nm, 

the second order of the laser emission wavelength, given by the 

grating of monochromater, can be noticed. This effect proves the 

efficacy of GG 10 absorption property at 337 nm. No peak is detected 

at 674 nm when the two ultraviolet absorptive filters are inserted in 

the holder filter. 

The rapid decrease between 600 nm and 700 nm observed for oil 

spectrum is due to the drop of photomultiplier sensitivity in this 

wavelength range. The relative sensitivity curve gives 10% at 600 nm 

and less than 1% for wavelengths greater than 630 nm. 

Also, the GG 10 Schott u.v filter used in front of the input 

aperture of the spectrometer shows a 95% to 80% decrease of 

transmission in the range from 550 nm to 650 nm [Fig 3]. 
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The recorded oil spectrum agrees with the results obtained by 

the U.S Coast Guard [2]. They observed light emission, e.g. 

fluorescence, in the range from 400 nm to 600 nm for all oil. For 

crude oil, fluorescence radiations are observed at wavelengths 

greater than 700 nm. Previous recorded spectra are reported in Fig.8 

[7]. 

An important parameter in the total fluorescence intensity is 

the thickness of the observed materials. Due to the high absorption 

coefficient of crude oil, less than ten micrometers [11] contribute 

to the fluorescence whereas the fluorescence intensity of sea ice 

will still depend on the thickness greater than 20 cm due to the low 

absorption coefficient of the ice. 

Oil fluorescence can be approximated by Lambertian emission from 

a surface due to the very high ultraviolet extinction coefficient of 

the oil. However, this approximation fails with sea ice wich has a 

much lower extinction coefficient. Measurements of sea ice 

fluorescence must take into account the depth at which the emission 

is observed. 

Depending on the surface condition of the ice the fluorescence 

intensity can vary by a factor of two. When the surface is smooth 

without frost the fluorescence is minimal. But if the surface shows 

asperities or crystalline formations, then fluorescence intensity 

increases 
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Crude oil spectra 
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4.4. Conclusion 

As one can see in Figure 7, the oil spectrum spreads more on the 

red region, e.g. longer wavelength, than the spectrum of the sea ice. 

Since the purpose of this study is the detection of oil 

underneath the ice, this spreading property allows a spectral 

filtering, to decrease the intensity coming from the fluorescence of 

the ice relative to the intensity coming from the fluorescence of the 

oil. 

A preliminary experiment has been done. The oil sample and the 

ice are illuminated at the same time by the laser. If the 

fluorescence from oil and sea ice are observed through a red filter 

(Corning CS 2.64) then only the oil sample is seen. 

This observation confirms the fact that oil emits more radiation 

in the red region than does sea ice. 

The purpose of the ensuing experiments will be to determine 

which red filter should be used. One has to be chosen that 

eliminates most of the fluorescence from sea ice and at the same time 

transmits sufficient light at oil fuorescence wavelength. 

The red filters tested are long wave pass filters. 

Consequently, the observed background from the sea ice fluorescence 

is the total integrated background fluorescence for all wavelengths 

greater than the filter cut-off value. 



CHAPTER 5 

CHOICE OF THE EXCITATION SOURCE 

A) Sufficient power from the laser has to be available to induce the 

oil fluorescence through the ice.The scattering in the ice, due to 

the thermal agitation of the molecules and impurities, drastically 

decreases the incident flux. Laser beam directivity disappears after 

10 cm within the ice. Light is diffused into a large solid angle. - 

The threshold of oil detection is then determined by the 

thickness, the scattering and absorption properties of the ice, and 

the sensitivity of the photomultiplier. 

B) The relative merits of using either C.W. Helium-Cadmium or 

pulsed nitrogen laser as the fluorescence excitation source in an 

airborne laser fluoresensing system has been presented by " Canada 

Center for Remote Sensing " [ 3 ]. 

Significant advantages of pulsed nitrogen lasers over C.W. He-Cd 

lasers are developed. In summary : 

- Comparisons based on noise considerations attribute the best 

performances to the laser. 

- A pulsed mode, with narrow pulses of about 7 nm, offers three 

avantages over a modulated C.W system. 

25 
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1) The small width of the pulse allows a study of fluorescence 

lifetimes and, furthermore, an identification of the substance. A 

modulated C.W. laser in the kilohertz region does not permit these 

lifetime measurements. 

2) In the case of remote detection, the pulse reflection can be 

employed to measure the altitude of the aircraft. 

3) Mechanical alignment of the optical cavity is more critical 

using the He-Cd laser. 

C) The excitation wavelength for oil detection through ice has 

to be selected according to the oil fluorescence efficiency, defined 

at this wavelength, and the sea ice transmission at the excitation 

and emission wavelength. It can vary with the type of oil and sea 

ice observed. 

Because scattering properties of ice do not change much with 

respect to the radiation wavelength, it is mainly the oil 

fluorescence efficiency which will determine the choice of the 

excitation wavelength. 

A previous study [ 2 ] shows that the choice of an ultraviolet 

source for oil fluorescence investigation depends on the type of oil 

observed. 

The excitation spectra are summarized in the following table 
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| Type of oil | Excitation wavelength | 

I Refined fuel oil I 260 nm to 350 nm, peak at 306 nm I 
I Light crude oil I 280 nm to 400 nm, peak at 352 nm I 
| Heavy crude oil } 320 nm to 500 nm, peak at 374 nm { 

The wavelength range given corresponds to the width of the 

excitation peak at half maximum. 

From these results one can conclude that the N£ laser at 337 nm 

is appropriate to induce oil fluorescence. 

The characteristics of the N^, laser used (Molectron Model U.V. 

400) are reported below : 

| Wavelength i 337 nm | 

1 Bandwith i 0* 1 nm 1 
! Pulse width (FWHM) 1 7 nm | 
; Max pulse peak power I 

<i <i 
400 KW at 20 HZ, 100 KW at 100 HZ [ 

] Average power 1 
1 56 mW at Ï0 HZ, 14 mW at 100 HZ [ 

, Pulse repetition rate | 1 -100 HZ ] 

1 Beam divergence i 1 mrad vert, 7 mrad horiz ( 

| Beam dimension i 6 mm vert» 25 mm horiz | 
| Power supply i 0 to 30 KV de 1 

The laser pulse is represented in Figure 9. The detector used is 

a fast photodiode. 



N2 Laser pulse Fig. 9 



CHAPTER 6 

SCALE MODE EXPERIMENT 

Before the laboratory simulation of oil detection through ice by 

laser induced fluorescence, an optimization of the spectral 

sensitivity of the system is accomplished. Because emission 

radiation of oil fluorescence was recorded to be more intense for 

wavelengths greater than 500 nm, a spectral filtering technique using 

long wave pass filters, is tested. 

As a result of this technique the detector, including filters, 

is less sensitive to the sea ice fluorescence, the main factor of 

noise, and thus the signal to noise ratio improved. 

j6 Relative fluorescence of oil and sea ice 

Depending on the spectral sensitivity of the detector, which is 

determined by the long wave pass filters Inserted between the 

photomultiplier and the rejecting uv filters, the intensities of oil 

fluorescence and sea ice fluorescence are recorded. 

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 10. The average 

power output of the nitrogen laser, rated at 20 pulses per second, is 

-4 
measured to be 2 10 • Watt. 

An oil sample or a sea ice sample are set at about 1.1 meter 

from the uv reflecting mirror and the detector. 

29 
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The detector consists of the following : 

1) - a diaphragm with a diameter that can be equal to 1 mm, 1 cm, 

and 4.5 cm. 

2) -a filter holder into which are inserted an interference 

filter reflecting the 337 nm scattered radiation, two Schott GG 10 

low fluorescence high cut off filters required to reject the 

background light mainly attributed to sea ice scattering, and long 

wave pass filters, tested to increase the signal to noise ratio. 

These last filters have to be set after the rejecting uv filters due 

to their flurescence properties. 

3) - a photomultiplier (RCA 6199) exhibiting a very low 

sensitivity in the uv wavelength range. 

The pulse signal from the photomultiplier is recorded at the 

same time on a scope and on a pulse height analyzer. This analyzer 

permits one to measure small variations of pulse heights with much 

more accuracy than when using an oscilloscope. 

Experimental results : 

The long wave pass filters tested are Corning filters CS 2.64, 

2.62, 3.67, and 3.70 having 0.5% cut off wavelengths of 620 nm, 570 

nm, 524 nm, and 466 nm. Their transmittance curves are reported in 

Figure 11. 

Neutral densities filters have to be inserted sometimes in the 

holder filter to prevent saturation of the photomultiplier. 
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Wavelength (nm) 

Long wave pass filter transmita nee 

Fig.11 
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The results of relative intensity of oil fluorescence and sea 

ice fluorescence and the relative ratio of these two intensities are 

reported below. The ice sample is 22 cm thick and 50 cm by 60 cm in 

the other directions. 

I long wave | 
| pass filter | 

| neutral | 
density | 

oil fluorés | 
relat inten | 

ice fluorés | 
relat inten | 

oil to ice | 
relat ratio | 

1 CS 3.70 1 1 2 1 300 1 500 1 0.6 1 
1 CS 3.67 1 1 2 1 100 1 

1 
200 1 075 r 

1 CS 2.62 1 \ " 1 1 200 1 200 1 1 ! 
CS 2.64 0 220 1 300 1 0.7 | 

The measurements of oil and sea ice fluorescence are taken under 

identical conditions except for the diameter of the diaphragm set in 

front of the filter holder. One centimeter aperture is used for oil 

fluorescence measurements and 4.5 cm for sea ice fluorescence 

measurements. 

These results indicate that the best ratio of oil fluorescence 

intensity to sea ice fluorescence intensity occurs when the CS 2.62 

Corning filter is used. Consequently this filter is the most suited 

to the detection of oil through sea ice. 

Because the absorption length (inverse of the absorption 

coefficient) in sea ice is large (greater than 30 cm) compared to the 

crude oil absorption length (less than 10 jjm), the relative ratio of 

oil fluorescence to sea ice fluorescence depends on the thickness of 

the sheet of ice 
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j>.2. Laboratory simulation 

The relative enhancement of fluorescence intensity due to the 

addition of a layer of oil underneath sea ice is recorded depending 

on the selected spectral sensitivity of the detector* 

The experimental set-up is identical to the previous one 

excepted that a layer of oil is added under the sea ice. The 

resulting relative enhancement of fluorescence intensity is recorded. 

The experimental conditions are as follows : 

-distance between the detector and the ice :1.1 m 

- detector aperture :4.5 cm 

- average power output of laser :2 10 Watt 

Results : 

| long wave | 
I pass filter | 

neutral | 
density | 

relative enhancement | 
of fluorescence | 

1 CS 3.70 T 2 1 25% [ 
i cs 3.67 r 2 1 33% r 

\ CS 2.62 ! 1 1 45% J 
1 CS 2.64 | 0 1 35% | 

Recall that the relative enhancement of fluorescence as defined 

depends on the thickness of sea ice. The results presented 

correspond to a 22 cm thick sample of sea ice from the Arctic. 



CHAPTER 7 

LIMITATION OF THIS DETECTION TECHNIQUE 

Previous measurements and observations show that the sources of 

background noise associated with the use of ultraviolet induced 

fluorescence to detect oil through ice are : 

- impurities within the ice 

- scattering 

The impurities give rise to absorption and therefore to 

fluorescence. The intensity of the fluorescence depends on the 

concentration of Impurities and the spectral emission depends on the 

nature of impurities. 

Rayleigh scattering also contributes to sea ice fluorescence 

intensity. This can be explained by the increase of the light path 

through the ice (inversely proportional to the scattering length) 

which increases the probability that impurity fluorescence is 

induced. Thus slight traces of impurity in the ice give a relatively 

strong fluorescence. Rayleigh showed that the ratio of the intensity 

detracted radiations to incident intensity varies inversely as the 

fourth power of the wavelength. The blue color observed in the ice 

when irradiated by the u.v. laser is attributed to this effect. 

Another consequence of the scattering , in addition to the 

enhancement of fluorescence intensity , is the attenuation of the 

incident u.v. flux. More incidence power from the laser will be 
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necessary to reach the detection threshold of the oil fluorescence. 

The other luminescence effects which affect the oil detection 

are Raman scattering , color centers and thermoluminescence. One way 

to determine their contribution to the sea ice fluorescence spectrum 

is to compare the sea water spectrum and the sea ice spectrum. The 

sea water spèctrum is the spectral response of the impurities , and 

the sea ice spectrum is the sum of sea water spectrum and the 

spectral response due to the fluorescent effects related to the 

crystallographic structure of the sea ice, e.g. Raman scattering, 

color centers and thermoluminescence. Sea water scattering is 

negligible compared to sea ice scattering. 

When the two spectra are compared (Fig 12) the sea water 

exhibits less emission radiation between 500 nm and 580 nm than does 

the sea water. This can be attributed to the preferential absorption 

of the ice in the green and red region of the spectrum. Measurements 

of absorption coefficients for clear ice, bubbly ice and snow at 

visible wavelength recorded by Sauberer [ 5 ] show increases of the 

absorption coefficient for snow and bubbly ice between 19048 cm * and 

16940 cm”*.which corresponds to 525 nm and 590 nm. 

As the two spectra exhibit a similar shape when the absorption 

is taken into account, one can conclude that in this wavelength 

range, 400 nm to 700 nm, the spectral response of the sea ice is 

mainly determined by the nature of the impurities within the ice. 

Raman scattering, color centers and thermoluminescence can be 

neglected if the temperature of the ice sample is not too low (more 
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Sea ice and sea water spectrum Fig. 12 
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than -20 C). The sea ice spectrum is recorded using an ice sample at 

the melting point limit* 

Some results of the measurements of absorption coefficient of 

different types of ice are reported below [5] : 

Absorption 

Refeience Wave number coellicient a Remarks 

(cm ') (cm ‘ ) 

Kalitin <19351 3X 12b (MMX Brown, bubbly pond ice. 10 cm thick. 

2H 902 0049 
27 122 0-049 
25 510 0 (MX 
24 03X (MM2 
22 S3! 0044 

22 422 (MMX 

Saubcier ( I93X) 26 316 0 0 10 Cleat ice with small air bubbles. 

22 9X9 (MHO 2 5 cm thick. 

I9 04X 0 029 
16 949 0-031 
15X73 0 023 
14 2X6 (MP3 
LI 605 0-023 
13 I5X 0-029 

• Satiberer ( 193X) 26 316 0 052 Snow ice. 4 cm thick. Rellected light 

22 9X9 0 03X for this sample was 45 to 49 per cent. 
19 04 X 0021 
16 949 0 03X 
15X73 0-02X 
15 152 (M)2l 
14 2X6 0-031 
13 605 0-03X 

13 15X 0-03X 

12 346 0 061 

Pisiakova (1947) Sunlight 0-031 Bubbly lake ice. 32 cm thick. 

Polli ( 1950) White 0015 4 cm of bubbly ice over 4 cm of clear 

Violet (MM6 ice. Diameter of bubbles 2-6 mm. 

A/ii re 0-023 l-ilters used to give indicator colours. 

(been 0-015 
Clear reel 0 037 

Dark red (MM9 

Lyons and Stoibcr IX 1X2 (MM? Average measurements on artificial 

0959) 16 97X 0-17X ice. lirst sample 2 per cent bubbles, 
second sample 4 per cent bubbles. 
Average diameter of bubbles 0-36 mm. - 
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It should be noted that the absorption coefficients reported includes 

the effects of both the true absorption of energy and the scattering 

of energy. For the sea ice from Alaska, a very important scattering 

is observed. Therefore, with no impurities, its true absorption 

coefficient should have a value between bubbly ice and snow . When 

clear and bubbly ice are compared, the bubbly ice absorption 

coefficient is two order of magnitude greater than the clear ice 

absorption coefficient [5] 

In order to describe sea ice fluorescence and oil fluorescence, 

a fluorescence coefficient < is introduced. This coefficient is 

defined as the ratio of the voltage peak recorded on the oscilloscope 

to the incident intensity inducing the fluorescence. 

The fluorescence coefficient is specified for a solid angle 

emission, a wavelength band detection given by the detector spectral 

sensitivity, and the thickness of the substance under study. 

This coefficient will be written as s <Cû, d) where s 

-Û is the solid angle under which radiations are seen by the 

detector 

-^1, represent the bandwith of the detector sensitivity. 

-and d is the thickness of the sample 

7 .JU Mesûrement of crude oil fluorescence coefficient 

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 13 and the 

experimental conditions are as follows : 
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The detector aperture is 2.5 mm and at a distance of 40 cm from 

the oil sample. The filters used are an interference rejecting u.v. 

filter, two GG 10 (Schott) absorbing u.v. filters, one red filter 

(Corning CS 2.62) and a neutral density #2. Then the spectral 

sensitivity of the detector is determined by the red filter 

transmittance,at shorter wavelengths, and the photomultiplier 

spectral sensitivity at longer wavelengths. The sensitivity peaks 

at 610 nm with a bandwith of about 40 nm. The voltage applied to the 

photomultiplier is 750 Volts. 

Results : 

| Incident intensity IQ | 0.55 mW 1 
1 

0.148 mW 1 
1 

1.06 mW | 

Peak voltage V , 
1 pv 1 

90 mV 
1 

35 mV 
1 

170 mV 

1 Fluorés coeffic * 163.6 V/W 1 
1 
236.4 V/W 1 

1 
160.3 V/W l 

The fluorescence coefficient is measured for a solid angle of 

_6 
78.5 x 10 sr. It is the diameter of the detector aperture which 

determines the detection solid angle. Therefore the fluorescence 

coefficient 4 varies as the square of the detector aperture. 

< ^ (H, ^2» d) does not depend on the thickness of the 

sample when the thickness is greater than ten micrometers. Thus oil 

fluorescence coefficient can be written as a function of the solid 

angle and the bandwidth wavelength only. 
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7^2. Measurement of sea ice fluorescence coefficient 

For sea ice, due to the low absorption coefficient, the 

fluorescence coefficient < is a function of the thickness when this 

thickness is less than a certain value determined by the absorption 

and scattering properties of the ice. As the absorption length of 

clear ice, in the visible range, varies from 12.5 cm (clear ice ) to 

33 cm (bubbly ice with impurities), the thickness from which the 

fluorescence coefficient reaches a maximum value can vary from 

several centimeters to several meters. 

Measurements recorded in the same conditions as before give a 

fluorescence coefficient between 1 V/W and 3 V/W, if sea ice 

thickness is 4 cm. 

]_•3. Ratio of oil fluorescence to sea ice fluorescence 

The ratio of the oil fluorescence coefficient to the sea ice 

fluorescence coefficient can be calculated from the relative 

measurements of oil and sea ice fluorescence.(see chap 6). 

When using the red filter CS 2.62 with an aperture of 1 cm for 

oil fluorescence measurements and 4.5 cm for sea ice fluorescence 

measurements, the same pulse amplitude is observed on the scope. Thus 

if the two fluorescence coefficients are referred to the same solid 

angle, their ratio is : 
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= (4.5) 
2 

7_.4_. Transmission properties of sea ice 

In order to find the effect of the scattering involved in the 

attenuation of the uv light when passing through the ice, the 

following measurements are recorded. The intensity is observed 

depending on the distance x between the path of the beam assuming no 

scattering and the position of the detector. Thé experimental set-up 

is as follows: 

ICE 

detector 

d= 5 cm 
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The experimental results are reported below. 

i 2 2 1 

x t I/(X + d ) | Inten 

in 1725 i 705” 
"Fl T729 I 500“ 
“4“î I74Ï ! 400“ 
“6“| T76Ï I 350” 
10 1/125 : 3ÜÜ” 

Because the scattering process in the ice is not coherent the 

intensity does not decrease exactly as 1/r 
2 

Discussion 

Without going into the details of the geometry we can say the 

following: 
T 

(1) If only absorption processes were involved the intensity of 

radiation passing through the ice could be described by an 

exponentially decreasing function. However we know this is not true 

because the absorption length of sea water is several meters and the 

intensity reduction in ice is much greater than 1/e when passing 

through several meters. 

(2) Obviously both effects, scattering and absorption, are 

involved in the tansmission of both the uv light and visible light 

through the ice. 

2 
(3) The intensity reduction shows an approximately 1/r 

dependence over a limited thickness. A such decrease corresponds to a 

scattering dominent model. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Experimental results show that one can detect oil under a 

layer of ice. In the laboratory, a 45% enhancement of the 

fluorescence signal was observed for oil present under .a 22 cm. thick 

sheet of sea ice. 

(2) The major limitation on detectability of the oil is the 

fluorescence produced by the sea ice as a result of uv absorption. 

(3) For a given concentration of absorbers in the ice, the 

fluorescence will increase with the density of scattering centers. 

The density of the scattering centers is not constant and in most 

cases is greatest near the upper surface of the ice. 

(4) The difference in the fluorescence spectra of sea ice and oil 

allows an enhancement of the signal from the oil through appropriate 

filtering techniques. 

(5) Detection of oil would be enhanced if the ice exhibits 

vertical, columnar growth patterns which could act as light 

conduction channels for the laser uv and the visible oil 

fluorescence. 

(6) Because of the wide variations in the optical properties of 

the different ice samples and the fact that these properties could be 

greatly altered in shipment to and storage in the laboratory, it is 

imperative that measurements be made with ice in situ, in its natural 

45 
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Arctic location. This measurement would have the further advantage 

of determining the effect of whatever impurities might be located at 

the ice water interface. 

Recall that the calculated values of fluorescence coefficients» 

enhancement of the fluorescence signal due to a layer of oil under 

sea ice» and maximum thickness of sea ice permitting oil detection 

are bound to the spectral sensitivity of the detector and its 

relative position to the direction of the incident uv beam. Thus to 

improve the efficiency of oil detection by induced fluorescence a 

better spectral filtering has to be developed. 

It is shown in Fig 5 that the sensitivity of the photomultiplier 

(RCA 6199) decreases stongly beyond 500 nm where oil fluorescence is 

still intense and this limits oil fluorescence detection . Therefore 

increasing the spectral sensitivity of the photomultiplier is the 

most efficient way of improving the detectibility of the system. 

Futhermore» an increase of oil fluorescence intensity for 

wavelengths larger than 600 nm will permit a more efficient spectral 

filtering . If long wave pass filters which have larger cut-off 

wavelengths than the Corning filter CS 2.62, are used, most of the 

background fluorescence due to the ice would be absorbed. 

Another difference between sea ice fluorescence and oil 

fluorescence which can be used to improve the signal to noise ratio 

is the spatial distribution of the fluorescence emission. As sea 

ice fluorescence is a volume phenomenon, emitted radiations can not 

be approximated by Lambertian emission. Also, due to the scattering 
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the spatial distribution of the sea ice fluorescence can be 

considered as uniform* 

Therefore, if the detection system is close to the direction of 

the inducing beam, more oil fluorescence relative to sea ice 

fluorescence is recorded. 

Also temporal filtering should be examined* 

The U.S Coast Guard [ 2 ] established strong correlations 

between spectral and temporal behavior : 

- The lifetimes are longer for oils which have peak emission 

wavelengths in the blue region of the spectrum than for the oils 

which peak in the red frequency range. 

- If the lifetimes are observed within a 20 nm bandpass, the 

measured lifetimes increase with increasing emission wavelength. The 

U.S Coast Goard observed that the oil lifetime increases with 

increasing emission wavelength [ 2 ]. 

If this correlation between spectral and temporal properties 

does not occur for sea ice, then a temporal filtering may be useful. 

Furthermore, the delay between sea ice fluorescence induced at the 

top of the ice and oil fluorescence could make temporal filtering 

easier. The signal can be gated by adjusting an aperture at the 

occurence of oil fluorescence peak which occurs after sea ice 

fluorescence peak. 

Sea ice fluorescence could not be completely suppressed because 

of its lifetime (about 14 ns). But, like in the case of the spectral 
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filtering, it can be decreased relative to oil fluorescence. 

For example, assuming that the sea ice and crude oil exhibit the 

same lifetime of 12 ns,that the sea ice is 2 meters thick, and that 

the opening aperture of the boxcar occurs at the maximum of oil 

fluorescence, the signal to noise is improved by a factor of four. 

The longer the oil lifetime is compared to the sea ice lifetime, 

the better is the efficiency of temporal filtering. 

Unfortunately, the temporal filtering detection technique not 

only requires very elaborate and precise instrumentation, but also 

demands accurate a priori studies on the temporal response of crude 

oil and sea ice. This will necessitate the use of detectors with a 

response time that is less than 3 ns and precise knowledge of the 

thickness of the ice. Knowing the thickness of the ice the 

electrical aperture of the gated detection can be adjusted on the 

peack of oil fluorescence. 

Furthermore, if an airborne detection is used a feedback system 

will have to be built to keep the gated detection only on the oil 

fluorescence peak. 



APPENDIX A 

Fluorescence and phosphorescence 

Definition of the fluorescence and the phosphorescence due to J. 

Perrin and f. Perrin. 

The phenomenon is fluorescence if the emission takes place by 

one or more spontaneous transitions* 

However if the emission occurs with the intervention of a 

metastable state followed by return to the ground state due to 

addition of energy, then this is phosphorescence. 

A study of the variation of the luminescence decay with 

temperature enables the distinction to be made. The decay of 

fluorescence is little dependent on the temperature, but the 

radiation of phosphorescence is strongly temperature-dependent, 

(determined by a Boltzman function). 
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APPENDIX B 

Rayleigh and Raman scattering 

In Rayleigh scattering, the frequency of the scattered light is 

the same as the frequency of the incident radiation* Light travels 

through the medium without frequency change and the atoms do not 

change their state. In Raman scattering, the atoms notably change 

their state by interaction with incident energy and, as a result, 

there is a frequency shift between the incident and the emitted 

energy. 
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